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Still reading? Maybe it’s time to start talking.
 | sales@spirit.com.au    | 1800 SPIRIT    | spirit.com.au/business-internet 
* PC Mag 2015 
** Available to qualified sites

A BIT ABOUT USWHY CHOOSE SPIRIT?

Good question. Because we invest in the most 
exciting technology around. We don’t compromise 
on reliability, performance or accessibility and 
we make the seemingly impossible, possible. You 
benefit from services that will help your business 
be more productive. You’ll also have happier 
employees and customers. It’s a win-win-win.

WHY CHOOSE 
SPIRIT LIT?

FIXED INTERNET FOR BUSINESS WITH SUPER-FAST SPEEDS

 L Australia’s fastest-rated Internet*
 L Enterprise-grade symmetrical bandwidth 
 L Plans from 50Mbps up to 1Gbps and beyond**
 L Low latency 
 L Unlimited data 
 L 12, 24 & 36 month terms available 
 L 24/7 technical support
 L Faster to install than traditional in-ground 

services
 L Easily scales up and down
 L Enterprise-grade Service Level Agreements

Spirit Lit is a fixed Internet service for business, in buildings where our network is 
already available. 
It gives you a super-fast connection to our own independent optical fibre and switched network. 
It’s reliable, affordable, and it’s off-the-charts fast.

Spirit Lit also works perfectly with our Unified Communications Solution – Spirit Cloud UC. That means 
we can help with your phone and cloud needs as well. It also means your communications package will 
be smarter, more efficient and cost effective, even if you’re working remotely.

Put simply, we’re an ASX listed provider of super-
fast Sky-Speed Internet, Managed IT services and 
cloud-based solutions. We’ve been ‘tech providing’ 
Australian businesses since 2005, acting as a one-
stop-IT-shop to power thousands of the nation’s 
leading brands to the next level. We’ll make sure 
your business can work, communicate and connect 
without disruption. We’re built on an ethos of 
being different to be better, which is why we have 
everything to support your business growth now, 
and into the future.


